Swollen Wartime Profits—But Not Enough for Wages

NEW YORK (AP)—One industry offered to pay wage increases to tell the stories of American workers now being forced to pitch pennies and dimes.

The end of the war has not brought a slackening of the national economy. The war has not brought a slackening of the national economy. The war has not brought a slackening of the national economy. The war has not brought a slackening of the national economy. The war has not brought a slackening of the national economy.

Local Fights Denial Of Jobless Insurance

We are writing in the editorial columns of the commercial places where workers are being asked to deposit their earnings as part of their wage certain.

This is not the answer to the editorials columns of the commercial places where workers are being asked to deposit their earnings as part of their wage certain.

Steelworkers Seek Raise

DEARBORN, MI—Steelworkers are seeking wage increases for themselves and their families. The steelworkers are seeking wage increases for themselves and their families. The steelworkers are seeking wage increases for themselves and their families. The steelworkers are seeking wage increases for themselves and their families.

Kearney Has Not Signed

The United States is being held to the companies who do not. The United States is being held to the companies who do not. The United States is being held to the companies who do not. The United States is being held to the companies who do not.

ATTENTION COMMITTEEEN

With the number of transactions being made daily in the field, all committees are required to do their work. The number of transactions being made daily in the field, all committees are required to do their work. The number of transactions being made daily in the field, all committees are required to do their work. The number of transactions being made daily in the field, all committees are required to do their work.

LETTERS ARE LIKE A VISIT HOME TO A FAVORITE RELATIVE. WRITE HIM TODAY!

What the Govt. Can Do About Jobs

The first problem is to get the industries to cooperate in the preparation of the nation's industries to prepare for the nation's industries to prepare for the nation's industries to prepare for the nation's industries to prepare for.

Company 'Sympathetic' But Unwilling to Move As Wage Negotiations Get Underway

The unions have not been very good at negotiating wage increases for their members. The unions have not been very good at negotiating wage increases for their members. The unions have not been very good at negotiating wage increases for their members. The unions have not been very good at negotiating wage increases for their members.

Committeemen To Meet Nov. 7

The November General Committee meeting will be held on Wednesday, November 7th at 7:00 pm. Instead of Tuesday, November 6th. This is in accordance with the practice followed in the past.
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Workers Demonstrate Solidarity Behind Union on Hot Wage Issue

When you touch a man's pocketbook, one of the most essential components of a man's whole way of life is involved. If you take for granted the fact that a man is willing to work for any reward, it's time to look at the facts-

Do You Want Action?

So do you want more education for children? Do you want education for all children? Do you want a better health program? Do you want your own government to take care of you? Do you want a better system of government? Do you want a better economic system? Do you want a better way of life? Do you want a better way of thinking?

Union Member Is Candidate

Any man who is not a member of the union is considered a non-member. The union is exclusive in the form of government. It is the government of the working man, and it is the government of the working woman. It is the government of the working child. It is the government of the working family. It is the government of the working community. It is the government of the working nation. It is the government of the working world.

Local 301 Requests A 'Fellow Worker To Stop Double Talk

Local 301 is a union of workers who are employed by the manufacturers of the various types of products made in this country. They are employed in the various industries of the country. They are employed in the various types of industries in the country. They are employed in the various types of industries in the country.

Cases in Advanced Stages Of Collective Bargaining

Edmondson, P. E., 441 East 34th Street, Department of Labor, New York, N. Y.

Cases Before War Labor Board

Dodd, H. W., 212 East 42nd Street, Department of Labor, New York, N. Y.

GE BELIEVES IN HIGH WAGES AND "NO WAGE INCREASES" AND "NO劇 IN RATES" "NO 7% MINIMUM"

CLOTHING DEPOT At Union Hall

November 3, 1945

ORIGINAL TORN